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SMARTCRYPT PLATFORM
Enterprise Data Protection Wherever  

Sensitive Information Is Used, Shared, or Stored

The stakes get higher every day. External security threats grow more 
sophisticated and unpredictable. Internal controls become more 
complicated and challenging to implement. When data breaches do occur, 
the financial and PR damage can take years to repair. 

Organizations around the globe are facing the unavoidable truth that 
firewalls and malware protection are not enough. Effective cybersecurity 
requires persistent data-level encryption, so that sensitive information 
remains protected even after a security breach.

Don’t Compromise When Protecting Your Data

Despite the increasingly strong business case for data encryption, 
many encryption solutions are difficult to implement and use, often 
causing workflow disruption, additional resource consumption, and key 
management complexity. These compromises are difficult to accept, 
especially if the solution only works on data at rest or when drives are 
powered down. 

At PKWARE, we’ve been working with data for the last 30 years—and we’re 
sick of compromises. Our Smartcrypt Platform helps organizations find 
and encrypt their critically-important data without security gaps, without 
key management headaches, and without increased data transmission or 
storage costs.

Smartcrypt combines the strength and reliability of proven encryption 
technologies with ease of use and administration. Once Smartcrypt 
protects a file, it can be moved or used anywhere without losing its 
protection. Companies maintain complete control over their sensitive 
information across the enterprise, wherever data is used, shared, or stored.

COMPANIES USE SMARTCRYPT TO:

 » Protect critical information from 
internal and external cyber 
threats

 » Dramatically reduce the direct 
and indirect costs of a breach

 » Ensure compliance with data 
security mandates

 » Help eliminate penalties, fines, 
and failed audits

 » Identify sensitive data on 
network servers and user 
devices

 » Meet board of director 
requirements to protect 
reputation

 » Enhance data loss prevention 
processes and technology 

 » Securely exchange sensitive 
information with customers and 
partners

 » Protect data at rest, in transit, 
and in use outside the 
organization

 » Maintain control over all 
encryption activity across the 
enterprise

 » Implement a corporate standard 
for encryption
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True Data Security: Find, Protect, and Manage 

Smartcrypt redefines enterprise data protection, providing complete 
administrative control while finding and protecting sensitive data 
on user devices, file servers, mainframes, and more, on every major 
enterprise operating system.

Smartcrypt’s approach to encryption is unique: once a file or folder is 
protected with Smartcrypt, that protection stays with the data wherever 
it goes. Now a Word document that has a customer’s credit card 
number can only be read by authorized users—even if it’s copied to a 
thumb drive and sent to a hacker. Now a CAD drawing with proprietary 
designs can be protected—even if it’s copied to Dropbox and a 
competitor tries to access it.

Powerful, Easy-To-Use Administrative Controls

The hub of the Smartcrypt Platform is the Smartcrypt Enterprise 
Manager, a powerful web-based administration console. It allows 
security managers to: 

• Define encryption policies

• Monitor encryption and decryption activity

• Search for sensitive data

• Automate key management

• Apply security rules across the organization

Smartcrypt Enterprise Manager can control policies and encryption 
rules for files, folders, database entries, application data, and more. The 
agents that protect this data can live in many different places in your 
network: desktops and laptops, Exchange servers, mobile devices, 
file and web servers, database servers, cloud instances, and even 
mainframes and midrange systems.

Depending on your organization’s unique needs, Smartcrypt can also 
perform transparent data encryption, data discovery, and protection for 
proprietary applications. 

Discover AND Protect Sensitive Data—
In the Same Workflow 
With PKWARE’s Smartcrypt, data discovery and encryption can be incorporated 
into your existing business processes, without the need for new infrastructure 
and without disrupting user workflows. Smartcrypt integrates intelligent 
data discovery with strong data-level encryption—and does it in the 
same workflow. It’s the simplest, most integrated way for organizations 
to identify sensitive information and protect it against loss, theft, or 
misuse. 

The discovery and encryption process is transparent to end users, 
while PKWARE’s Smartkey technology ensures that the organization 
maintains complete control over encryption activity.

WHAT IS SENSITIVE DATA?  
 
Smartcrypt can detect and remediate 
sensitive data based on a wide range 
of criteria. Agents can be configured 
to search for data based on common 
formats such as credit card account 
numbers or Social Security numbers, 
or based on industry or government 
mandates including those listed below.

 » PII

 » PHI

 » PCI

 » GLBA

 » HIPAA

 » HITECH

 » FERC/NERC/CEII

 » FERPA

 » FISMA

 » ITAR

 » SOX

 » GDPR 

In addition, Smartcrypt can identify 
and encrypt data that meets an 
organization’s own definition of 
sensitive information, such as source 
code and other intellectual property.
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Smart Solutions—Throughout the Organization 

With support for every enterprise operating system, PKWARE’s 
Smartcrypt is the only data protection platform that keeps information 
secure across the entire organization. From mobile devices to 
mainframes, Smartcrypt protects sensitive data from internal and 
external threats.

SMARTCRYPT
ENTERPRISE

MANAGER

POLICY
MANAGEMENT

DATA SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE

See which files have been encrypted, 
where the protected data is stored, 
and which internal or external users 
have been granted access

Define organizational security policies
and apply and enforce securiy rules

DESKTOPS
Protect data the moment

it’s created or saved

MOBILE
Facilitate mobile

access to sensitive
data without

sacrificing control

FILE SERVERS
Keep data on file servers

or NAS safe from 
inappropriate use

TDE/DATA at REST
Lay a strong foundation

for regulatory compliance
and data security

CLOUD
Protect files and folders
on cloud instances—and

wherever they travel

DATA DISCOVERY
Perform scans on user devices 
and shared storage locations, 

identifying sensitive information 
based on security policies

EMAIL
Keep your data secured
even after it’s sent out

of your network

DATABASES
Encrypt column-level

data in databases

MAINFRAME & MIDRANGE
Lock down your sensitive information

while reducing your storage and
transmission costs

APPLICATIONS
Build strong data protection
into your applications with

only a few lines of code



PKWARE is a trusted leader in global business data protection. For three decades PKWARE has focused on data. Building on our compression expertise with the 
latest encryption technology, PKWARE protects data for over 35,000 customers, including government agencies and global corporations. Our software-defined 
solutions provide cost-effective and easy-to-implement protection that is transparent to end users and simple for IT to administer and control. 

www.pkware.com

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

201 E. Pittsburgh Ave.
Suite 400
Milwaukee, WI 53204 

+ 1 866 583 1795

EMEA HEADQUARTERS

79 College Road
Suite 221
Harrow HA1 1BD 

+ 44 (0) 203 367 2249
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What Makes Smartcrypt Different? 

 » PERSISTENT ENCRYPTION: Protect sensitive information with 
strong encryption that remains with data at rest, in use, and in 
transit. Only authorized users can access data, even in the event 
the data is lost or stolen.

 » SMARTKEY TECHNOLOGY: Maintain complete control over 
encrypted data. Tailor encryption policies to meet your unique 
requirements while streamlining the process for end users. 

 » INTELLIGENT DATA DISCOVERY: Smartcrypt is the only solution 
that combines discovery and strong data-centric encryption in the 
same workflow. 

 » DATA SECURITY INTELLIGENCE: Get detailed, easy-to-use 
intelligence on encryption and decryption activity across the 
organization. Our industry-best data security intelligence tools can 
show which files have been encrypted, where the protected data 
is stored, and which users have been granted access to sensitive 
information.

 » ENCRYPTION WITHOUT DATA BLOAT: Unlike other solutions 
that increase file sizes during encryption, Smartcrypt actually 
reduces data volumes in the encryption process. Using PKWARE’s 
unmatched data compression technology, Smartcrypt-encrypted 
files are significantly smaller—by as much as 90 percent—than the 
unencrypted data.

 » CROSS-PLATFORM SUPPORT: Smartcrypt is the only encryption 
solution that secures data on every enterprise computing platform. 
Encrypted files can be shared by authorized users on different 
systems, while remaining inaccessible to everyone else.

THE KEY MANAGEMENT CHALLENGE  
 
To meet the needs of large, complex    
organizations, an encryption solution 
must include key management capabili-
ties that address a wide variety of  
challenges:

 » Private key creation and 
synchronization to authorized 
devices

 » Public key creation, synchronization 
and exchange

 » Encrypting data for entities that have 
no published public key

 » Adding or removing access to shared 
data without the need to re-encrypt 
the actual data

 » Compatibility with administrative 
functions such as IT review, audits, 
and data loss prevention scanning

 » Rotating keys to minimize the risk of 
theft or compromise

 » Eliminating usability issues and 
obstacles for end users


